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NOVA SOUTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY 
Above: Warrior Poet Anthony Pepe spits out lyrics while Eric Malafa 
creates the melodies at the book release party. Left: Warrior Poet 
Tor,i Morgenstein recites his poem Jennifer at the book release party. 
Photos by Caroline Cullen 
This Ain't Your Mamas. Poetry!! 
"Warrior Poets'' book release 
" ... that defines the light.'' is a raw, 
uncensored look at crimes against innocence 
through the eyes of two warrior poets 
By Caroline Cullen 
Knightlife Editor 
They call them selves "warrior · and social change. The pair just released 
poets," but some may describe a much-anticipated publication of their 
these poets as avenging angels. Tori lyrical assassination through Publish 
Morgenstein and Anthony F. Pepe are America. The book, ". . . that defines 
two gifted individuals in the perception the light," was released on March 10, 
and expression of humanistic awareness and their first book signing took place 
I ,· - ,.::, /L; "'' , - J that evening at ~SU's Flight 
- Deck on the mam campus. 
According to Pepe, 
the best way to describe 
this compilation of poetry 
is explained on the book: 
"This work encompasses 
the physical, sexual, mental, 
emotional and verbal facets 
of the worlds of domestic 
violence and child abuse as 
well as the multitudes of 
crimes committed by those 
that choose to violate the 
sanctity of the trust of an 
innocent." 
Morgenstein and Pepe's 
paths crossed less than three 
years ago at a poetry slam 
held at Dada's in Delray 
Beach. "When I heard Tori 
on the mike reciting his . 
Morgensteins Jennifer. ". . . if only I 
could go back, and stop the t~eachery 
of his fathers trysts .. .if only I could 
fix all this shit with my fist .. .if only 
I wasn't so helpless to save her from 
the razor's scars of incision, elbow to 
. " wnst . .. 
Born and raised hundreds of 
miles apart these kindred souls were 
destined to meet. Pepe was born and 
raised in Bronx, New York, while his 
counterpart Morgenstein is a native 
South Floridian. Both poets have 
experienced the wo'rld at it's ugliest, 
whether it be first hand, or second 
hand subjection to abuse on the 
innocent. ''At some point you come 
to a crossroad where you either wise 
up and learn from it or let it destroy 
you," explains Morgenstein. The 
relationship between the 'warrior 
poets' and NSU began when Pepe's 
acquaintance Kate Richmond 
invited · the poets to appear at the 
University's annual Take Back the 
Night rally. Pepe explained that 
instead of entertaining an audience 
Lauren Pascarella's oil on acrylic Stella is debuted 
on the cover of the newly released book" ... that 
defines the light." Photo by caroline Cullen 
poem "Jennifer," it became Please See POEl'S 
the glue that bonded us 
together as friends and Page .6 
. poets." An excerpt from 
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News lditor 
Searching Billnd 
A~ 'tim4s. W6 as in~ baue tl,e tdtlRln£1 
trJ gi,11e Jn tall easifl;. Sometnrm, e:vqn tlmugh IJope ~mns 
a lifetime a~ fiitt d1:9ufd mrJIJlfl#t,r nt,t to giv( lfJj?. A 
~ eq,e,:ieme wlntli bas '111/lJe belleut lt, 'tiJJs mur-1 
M<mgly tban trlfft /Jappimttljurt r1CS11J/. 
Losing a. ,. <>f .~ CSl be 'etr1 .~ 
frustraliq aacl ~ ex:p.eriM.ce. Ia my case._ I am. a 
lost sou! witlilout~~. Ffl a0ritwear tny ~. 
headaches and <)the..r .,,_ties • t-0 me.toilessly 
attack my iii.cad wtcbJn tetl minutes-. 
0Mod0¢i(aiatJrm~ai;eaMt1. fhe~cli 
~- '.!he ~t search team, which indu~ the 
endr,e ml'. hega1l tie seattch the{!)~ in V1W1. :After 
ahnest 30 ~6- ('Sf 11teiessly se«i<¢hing. I ~ tt> 
wo.1ry. Had I serroaslf Inst •Y .glasses? · 
· "'Where llawyou ·been t;oda,f.1" asked tJlY· co-
workers. 
"0-1,, ..:1c __ 11._ .• --·-" -L A <'A 1_ __ ,1,.1,_ ., 
.., • ..., WlG uut.a"esJa =• me AJ· ·· Bllli1WilSi 
I eq,Wned. 
"Are y<>u surclt' they ask:-cd, .repeatedly. 
"Yes, positiver" 
.. .,,..., .!t £ __ . ..t._ __ ,... -L --E--...-t..:r" 
'i.Jffl )l'Otl Jt;J(,get i.1/NUl .. ~ Ulf ~lW.-
"N'o, ·~ l \\Vas JIOt.,.mg.theJ 
"~·.did. y<>u 90 to the cafeteria? Ate~ 
SUfJ'« yott weren't ~ .dtemr' 
"Yes. I am ve-ry Slfflll because I ren;rem• l 
¢WM lm'1y see~ . 
''Ok• so did yau go anywhere else except 
the here m the newsroomt" 
-Yes! I (lid go co the restroom, so they must 
be~ 
}mt when some hope~ that I~ 
fuwl:Y in4 my~ in the secoad 8001' ~iu 
of cb.c ASA buildiog. iw ~.~ do'P the d'ralnr 
when~~ ~r,e to '"' •a; I guessl~ 
that out Rr •ittl\g the &$e ~-.• omes. 
Fo~ ddock was slow.ty .,.,aming. 'altd 
the thootJht of wo~g .on. m;y ~ P3Nr w• 
painful. Typing wot&! .require me to look at the 
eG.ffiilUter s~n vtttlQ.t>Ut tllf gl~. Tue result of 
tilt-at w<iuld. not pl~urabte. 
· f ~t ~ . a,. so easifr ei.tb.et. By tb:is 
am.e, tl\¢-OWly -~ .-y.-mW coU!ld prt me ~:kt., 
ca1,;n tlewn mr s00n ir'l lait me, amli R rcntffl1het 
the secret foca!ti:on; -of my glasses. Oka~ I dlfi>. 
and s1irc<1:U11noed. to tel~•on. k>:tr a white. 
~er aknosr Mteen mmu.tes of deep 
meditatien in searl.1'h of •Y glllSSeS, I tiwupt tllii;~ 
:fifers would do the trick. $0 I matte :d;x,ut s:ix fifers, 
and post<Cd them Q£Oilllcl the ASA oui:dmg. Someone 
also .fCCQlitlfflen<ie<l that I file a report. I ax~ 
followed. the path ti9 the H0,rvitz aruf. 30 mmutes 
l-attu:. a report wras iled and. I «ecid:ed it fflJS mn.e to 
g.o h@tne: it. hard. neen a totai of sk 1•eiblg, fta)ififs 
sin:ce my gkrs&es m~ically disappea;re<l,. an& y ~ 
time, tih.e ASA JuiiM'ingwas toke Iut place I wanted to 
\le. I had given up al &op¢ of ever nnffli'lg n1y ,~. 
I would be i>ltnd fore-Yer; I <.tedd.ea. 
As I _tm,'.ked. u,, dismqea at ~ t<J 
being so i.trespEtnsible an:d .pr-0misktg to hever #Vet 
mke <>-f' •r ~asses apin if .i .foun:d them,. I ~. . _~: ', , 
I had l~ <t:verywnere CJ/tep,t ~ i•~e cans .. 
I 'F~ I W itllinaly avoided. them due to the fad 
that th;e;y were. well, p.~ cans a s.econtly,, they 
wete p~ fu(i. ht tia~ I w:as desperate, I ~'t 
as well. 
Aft,er searehmg ~ on of 
the garb;age cans, I was tt0r looking forward t,o the 
second. But I stlli'e am glad I did. Gu.ess what was 
hiamg out at tdle v~ty l\rott'6tll of that ~age cati, 
my glasses1 Oh hdmujahJ 
lhe message I want to g« across 
here is: to never give up. Wh• I look: bad< at Ekis 
e:xpe1:ience, I bew that if I hat! lliot st:ardiecl in those 
ga11bage <:Jan$, I would: have r,e, .. ¢tte<l it. Somevhnes, 
li:fe t£eats anti ite,ts us in the most at>sttrd: ways. What 
w~ have to re-memb¢r is to take one ~ at a tiirne 
and never g;i:ve la.. $£)metrmes atisVVers, <>r tll 11:i&' case, 
the gl,i1sses, are in the least expected place. 
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Bizarre News 
A Turkish man 
buried his deceased 
mother in his bas~ment 
an~ dressed up as her so 
that he · could collect her 
pension. Bank employees 
became suspicious when 
they heard the supposed 
woman's "male-sounding 
voice," according to rhe 
Associated Press.· The bank 
manager photographed the 
manandalertedauthorities, 
who raided his home and 
. found his mother's body. 
Since her death, the man 
buying beer was struck by a car 
,, and 4eclared dead by medical 
examiners at the accident scene. 
Hours later, after being taken to 
the morgue, signs of life were 
detected, and Larry Green was 
admitted to the hospital. The 
Associated Press reported that 
two of the four paramedics were 
fired, · while the other two are 
· taking remedial classes. 
has collected $6,300 of his . . . 
, . Turkish man explores his womanly side 
. New Jersey legislators are 
aiming to initiate "a campaign 
toward civility, kindness, and 
respect to all," as reported by 
the Associated Press. The state, 
affectionately referred to as· "The 
Armpit of America," is being 
lead by Assemblymen Jon M. 
Bramnick and Gordon Johnson 
toward a softer image. The 
proposal is being considered to 
be sent to the full Assembly. 
mothers money. in order to cash in on mother's death. 
In Malawi, President ,Bingu 
wa Mutharika fled his $100 million, 
300 room mansion, fearing that it was 
haunted. A Reuters report disclosed 
that exorcisms were taking place 
on the property to rid it of spirits; 
and prayer sessions were being held 
in local churches. Critics are angry 
that he has diverted his 
attention from . fighting 
poverty in his state to 
fleeing from ghosts. 
A North Carolina 
man walking home froi:n 
:, di 01 tft; :~//A'MW////MW//#1//A. '1 1' J i: WH###AWM If WU/#/ 
Li1brary Happenings 
By Africa Barfield 
Director of Marketing and Community Relatiom 
Reference Librarian Wins Award 
Once again, Reference 
Librarian Douglas Black has 
been awarded the best chat 
session of the month from Ask a 
Librarian. This is the third time 
Doug has been recognized for his 
outstanding contributions. To see 
the full transcript go to: http:// 
info. askali b rarian. org/T ransarch/ 
besttranscript0704.asp 
Ask a Librarian is a 
free online . information service 
provided by Florida libraries. Live 
online, help is available 10 a.m. -
10 p.m., Sunday - Friday and 10 
a.m. - 5 · p.m. on Saturday. You 
may also submit your question via · 
e-mail 24 hours a day, seven·days 
a week. Librarians are available to 
provide library assistance to patrons 
in person, . by phone, email, or 
chat. Librarians are also available 
to provide both individual and 
class-based library training and 
research consultations. For more 
information, log on to http://www. 
· nova.edu/library/help/askalib.html 
or stop by· the Reference Desk 
at the · Alvin Sherman Library to 
schedule. an appointment. 
Janice Gottlieb and Lia Hemphill Head of Collection Development. 
Photo courtesy Gerlinde/Michael Photography 
Alvin Sherman Library. The for additional information 
service is powered by tutor. please call the Public Labara 
com and is available every Services Department at 954 262-
day of the week from 2 p.m. 5477 . or visit our webpage at 
to 11 p.m. It is also available http://www.nova.edu/library/hh 
in Spanish, Sunday through HPD Library Director Retires 
Thursday from 2 p.m. to l O Director of HPD Library 
p.m. Janice Gottlieb, is retiring as after 14 
Help is available in years of exceptional service. Over 
math, · science, social studies the years, Gottlieb has been 
and English, for students in instrumental in building the HPD 
grades four through 12, and library to the outstanding facility 
college intro. The service is free it is today. Gottlieb's contributions 
for all visitors to the library. 1n· to the University, library staff, and 
Live Homework Help addition, NSU students and University patrons have not gone 
Live Homework help is - NSU Library cardholders may unnoted and she will be greatly 
now available for all patrons of the use the service from home. missed. 
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Up Qose and :e_'P.O!l•lld1' .. 
By Rafia Chodhry 
News Editor 
For this edition of Up Close 
and Personal, Dr. Lena Hall, Ph.D. 
was nominated to share a bit of her 
personal life with NSU. A native of 
Jamaica, Dr. Hall has been teaching 
psychology for 13 years at NSU. Her 
students and peers both describe her 
as a very enthusiastic, accomplished 
and professional individual. She has 
taught a spectrum of courses ranging 
from Group Counseling, Cognitive 
Psychology; Social· Psychology, to 
Multicultural Psychology, a e::ourse sp.e 
introduced herself. Here's a little one-
on-one with Dr. Hall: 
Dr. Hall, tell us about your 
background. 
I was born in Jamaica, and I did 
my undergraduate work in Canada. 
When it was time for graduate school, 
I decided it was time to migrate to 
the United States. I then decided to 
do two Master's degrees at Columbia 
University, one in master in education 
in Psychological Counseling and a 
Master'sinPsychology.Aftercompleting 
that, I decided to go to University of 
Florida to do my Ph.D.in· counseling. 
How did you come to be at NSU? 
I was a practitioner out in the 
field and I felt that teaching would be 
a better orientation to take. Although 
I had been practicing for many years, 
I decided in 1992 that I would go 
into teaching. NSU seemed the right 
place to be because the focus is actually 
on teaching as opposed to research. 
Though I am interested in research, 
I like the idea of teaching where the 
focus is teaching and working with 
young people. That's my favorite group 
~f people. 
What has been your most memorable 
work experience at NSU? 
I would say working with the 
practicum students because I see the 
excitement they experience when they 
get out in the agencies and become mini 
counselors. I find that very · exciting 
because you see a new way of viewing 
the students. To see the students actually 
move from just sitting in a classroom 
and being students , who take notes 
and study to students who are actually 
practicing what they are learning 
in the classroom is very fascinating. 
What would you say have been 
your greatest accomplishment? 
Mygreatestaccomplishmenthas 
probably been the books I have written 
since I've be-en here.·' Irr the past five 
years or so, I have written three books. 
In 1996, I wrote on the O.J. Simpson 
case. I recently wrote two books: One 
Dictionary of Multicultural Psychology 
and then the other, Multicultural 
Psychology. So those I feel are my 
gre~test accomplishments because 
I got to do that during the summer 
months when I am not teaching. 
What inspired yoti to write'these 
books? 
Pro_bably my love for 
Multicultural Psychology. Yes, that 
has been one of my greatest loves 
as they say. I really like the idea of 
. Multicultural Psychology especially 
being in South Florida you see different 
cultures and see how sometimes there 
are misunderstandings. That is what 
really pushed me into focusing on 
this area. I initially started doing 
research at University of Florida 
and I have · been doing research · on 
Multicultural Issues since then. So 
that is really one of my great interests. 
Can we expect you to publish any 
more books? 
Yes, dealing with Multicultural 
Psychology. I am going to do some 
traveling and some comparative studies 
in multicultural issues out in the filed. 
What do you like most about your 
job? 
Oh, the· students. [Laughs] 
I really like this age group! I like the 
fact that at this level the students are 
so hopeful and optimistic about their 
world. You wish it would remain. They 
havenotyet become jaded and so theyare 
optimistic and upbeat. I really like that! 
Do you have a motto you live by? 
I have many monos I live 
by. Let me see if I can come up with 
one which is most cogent to what I 
believe in. I would say, things that_ 
appear to be important are really 
not that important anyway. That's 
true. Som'e of the things we think are 
so important in this big scheme of 
things ,are not really that important. 
It really comes from a spiritual 
perspective more than anything else. 
What.book are you currently 
·reading? 
time, but I make it any time of the 
year. It's a very rich type of cake, and 
so you can't eat too much of it. But 
it's really very special in terms of the 
different types of food you put in it. 
What are your hobbies? 
I like to write. I play golf, 
and I am also at that stage back to 
learning to play the piano: I st.arted 
when I was younger and now I 
am learning how to play it again. 
What kind of music do you play 
on the piano? 
Classical music. 
It's very comforting and I 
have a wonderful teacher! 
Is there something the average 
student would not know about 
you? 
They don't know how 
much fun I am! They don't know 
the fun part of me. Most students 
. will say I can't imagine you playing 
golf [laughs]. So students are ~ 
little surprised that I like music 
of all kinds, I like to dance, I like 
I am reading a little book which happiness. I don't think they see 
was given to me by a student called much of that with me because I am 
4 
Two Old Women. It is about two Native focused on my task in the classroom, 
American women who have been which is a shame because I wish 
abandoned by their tribe members and they could see the fun part of me. 
the books show how they-are old and - What is th~ best advice you can 
complaining and just miserable. And give a college student? 
when they were abandoned they had to 
use their recourses. The story is really 
telling us that sometimes when we are 
thinking we have come to th~ end of 
[Laughs] Usually once you our rope we really have just started. 
publish a book you want to take a pause. · 
Don't forget the present and 
honestly to know, not to believe, but 
to know that he or she will be okay. 
Each person has a path and if you 
don't get in your way it will happen. 
Trust that. So therefore, it is not what 
others push you into, but what you 
are hearing from yourself. And if we 
could just believe that, you wouldn't 
get so anxious about the future. 
But you know that is not the end. So What are your favorite foods? 
I have not come up with another idea, 
but I am one hundred p~rcent sure that 
eventually I will be doing something. 
Something in relation to 
Multicultural Psychology or 
something totally different? 
I am really not a picky eater. 
I can't say its Jamaican food, because 
I have had enough of that. Okay, my 
favorite food is a fruit pudding we make 
at home, it's usually for Christmas 
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A PASSION FOR HELPING OTHERS 
AND A DESIRE TO LEARN .. 
THAT'S WHAT WE'RE BUILT ON • . 
Ready to join our team? 
BUILDING TEAMS IN: 
Sales, Cashiers, Night Ops/Freight, 
Lot, Sales Specialists 
Av-,ilable position., may vaiy by store. 
GREAT BENEFITS: 
• Full and Part-time Benefits 
• Tuition Reimbursement 
• FurureBuilder 40l(k) 
• Bonus Opporruniries 
• A Career with Growth Opportunity 
Apply online today for fuJl-time and part-time positions: 
careers.homedepot.com 
The Home Depot is an Equal Opportunity Employer, Bilingual candidates are encouraged to apply. 
Classifieds: 
Help Wanted 
Drivers & Stomach replenishing engineers 
Great pay $7 .00 + 
Hours: (llam-4pm) (12pm-4pm) 
(12pm-8pm)(4pm-8pm) 
Apply in person 
· Sub Center 
7711 Nova Drive 
954~577-0727 
fall you know about law school is that it's tough, get complete information 
[here. Our two-day Law Prep Seminar will help you: 
Learn about core courses and legal analysis. 
Get study tips and exam strategies. Brief a case and take a practice 
exam. Begin law school a step ahead of the rest! 
Next Seminar: Saturday and Sunday, April 2-3 2005. 
Holiday Inn-UM, 1350 South Dixie Hwy, Miami, FL 
_.__*'1a··· . . ·· t.· 
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Pay11f/ol 
N~~So~•~~~Cari~a 
'.10% l:i$oountdf moo1itf$pmtPCSbk 
,·.~ Sprint PCS Ftee& Clear" Plans 
Clear plans and grem:vaklesaturiog: 
t".14 r:n. , . per 
•lJ I .;.JO monti 
(Sf!P S3£ro -10%) 
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r~limi! lllurtitt~ .krttilu~¥Mw1-
~~-PCS'11t~·~mr~:Pm~ 
·STUDENTS 
SUMMER 
POSITIONS 
IMMEDIATE OPJ:NIN'GS 
latematiom:al Co. established 
s,ince 1967 lookiQI t'tl fill 
Entry Level Po.sitio:ns~ 
Office 1ocatio.os ift Broward, 
Palm Beach & Dade· Cowtie$. 
No experiettce1 WE TRAIN ! 
Receive va.luwble work experience & enhance yotl!r 
reiume for future career field. 
Fl:exible schedules & gtef.lt pay. 
CALL STUDENT HOTLINE 
TOLL FREE: (8.66) 858-,6443 
Step out of the light and right 
· into The Knight, that's right, 
www.knightnewsonline.com 
l 
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Week it1 Pictures 
A loc;,k at some of the most interesting things this week, captured all on film and located below 
for your viewing pleasures. Turn to the back cover for our "Photo of the Week!" 
Above Left: The ladies of Delta Phi Epsilon celebrate St. Patrick's 
Day with a BBQ and non-alcoholic beverages under stormy 
weather. Above Right: Students displayed their armbands for 
charity at the Asian Student Association and Pre-Dental booth. 
Above: Puddles turned into lakes as construction continues for the · 
future University Center. Right: The downside of construction can 
be seen at the pond next to the current Rec Plex. 
Left: Organizations compete for money during 
Family Feud, hosted by Delta Phi Epsilon. 
All photos by Nicolle Garber 
HI e t• ave your own 1nteres ·1ng 
photos for the week?- Subm,it 
them to n.sunews@nova.edu 
o,r drop them off i,n th~ ASA 
Buildl:ng, Room 1 o·s maybe 
, they'll get published! 
.•·,. ·~ 
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POETS 
(continuedfrom Page 1) 
''At some point you come to a crossroad where you either wise up and learn 
from it or let it destroy you.'' 
with their art; they were relating to 
people to needed to hear it. "Men 
have a role, abuse is not a women's 
issue; it is a human issue," points 
out Morgenstein. 
Anthoney Pepe . and 
Tori Morgenstein take the 
confrontational aspect of what they 
do and back it up 100%: that, Pepe 
explains, is an attribute of a true 
warrior poet. Morgenstein feels, 
"You're a poet if you can't not do it." 
Pepe adds, "This is not something 
that we decided to do, it manifested 
. a life of its own." For these two guys, 
this is the most important work 
that they do: being activists to affect 
change. Both Morgenstein and Pepe 
have other personal projects in the 
making. Anthony Pepe has already 
completed over 300 poems and is 
working on his first novel, Funky 
Gorilla Fists. While Tori Morgenstein 
has a plet~ora of poetry himself, 
his most recent accomplishment is 
the completion of his first novel, 
Walking from Memory, and a script 
still in progress. 
For those who attended 
the book release party, a feeling of 
activism, awareness and creativity 
was in the air. Friend and fellow 
artist Lauren Pascarella, a 21 year 
old artist from South 
Florida, displayed 
her oil and acrylic 
paintings that eluded 
to the same theme 
of empowerment. In 
addition, Pascarella's 
work encompasses the 
cover of " ... that defines 
the light. " Pascarella 
explains, -''the piece is titled 
'Stella' which reflects 
the aftermath of 
9/11: the paintirrg 
symbolizes the power 
and structure of a 
defiled person, rising 
up while maintaining 
their grace." 
Attendees 
were not only 
stimulated with their 
eyes, but thanks to 
another friend and 
fellow activist Teri 
Catlin, their ears were 
captivated as well. 
Catlin held her . own 
with only her guitar 
and a mike. The 
funky, smooth, mood 
was set with cover 
songs by artist such as 
Tracy Chapman, and 
more impressively, 
C 1. , . . al Teri Catlin, Lauren Pascarella, Tori Morgenstein and Anthony Pepe wrap up the evening with a shot at ms ongm . 
ks Th 
out to the crowd. Photo by Caroline Cullen , 
wor . e sexy song 
Get Off purrs out the promise, "I get · "Sometimes the people who hurt you glided into "I Miss You," which 
off watchin' you get off of what I have the most in life, are the ones you crave powerful lyrics insist, " ... you forced 
to give." Catlin relates to the audience, the love from," and with that said, me to know, now I want you to 
Si/IJpJen. . . 
vuestion 
4i.6e 
' t.& 
't?~/i 
Jroq IPqlit 
Yoq/'do// 
lobe 
~7. ;z>t;6e 
know, I miss you." 
Tori Morgenstein, Anthony 
Lauren Pascarella and Teri 
Catlin are the voices for 
those afraid to speak 
up, the fists that are 
too weary to fight and 
the . blood pumping 
under the skin of each 
v1ct1m. " . .. that defines 
the light," 'is dedicated to 
those that need it, those 
that deserve it and those 
that have it coming!" 
Check out th.e artists that you have just read about, b-uy the 
book, a CD and find out where you can see them live at: 
www.thatdefinesthelight.com 
www.tericatlin.com 
or email jaxslair@aol.co,m. 
. l 
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Why-is East~i~ebrated 
on differelit'·~clates? 
· By Judith Francois 
Staff Writer 
Easter is a · Christian festival 
celebrated on a Sunday every year 
between March 22 and April 25. 
Christians believe that Jesus Christ, 
the son of God was crucified on 
the cross to save them of their sins. 
Easter is the celebration of Christ's 
resu,rrection from the tomb after 
three days . . Over time, Christians 
have had disagreements to which 
day Easter should be celebrated .. 
Those who are of Jewish 
origin following the Babylonian 
lunar calendar believed that the 
holiday should be ' celebrated 
immediately after Passover on the . 
evening of the full moon, which 
falls on the fo~rteenth day of the 
first month on the lunar calendar. 
Christians who are ·not of Jewish 
descendant wanted to celebrate 
Easter on the first day of the week, 
Sunday, which means that if Easter 
was to be on a Sunday every year the 
dates would have to change. . 
To try to resolve this 
disagreement between the two 
groups of Christians, the Roman 
emperor in 325BC dedded.that the 
Easter Festival would be held on the 
first Sunday after the full moon of 
the vernal equinox: the time when 
the sun crosses the equator making 
night and day the same length which 
also marks the beginning of spring. 
If the full moon comes on the same 
day as the Passover festival, Easter 
would be celebrated the following 
Sunday. Despite many strides to 
change this method and · to give 
Easter a fixed date, none of them 
ever fully succeeded, thus the date of 
Easter still changes every year. 
For more info, go to www. 
historychannel.com 
Where did Passover get 
its-name? 
By Judith Francois 
Staff Writer 
For those who are not 
Jewish, Passover may be just 
another holiday, but for Jews, 
Passover is ·. an important festival 
to · commemorate the safe flight of · 
the Israelites from Egypt. Moses, 
chosen by God, went to Pharaoh 
Ramses II and demanded him 
to free the Hebrew slaves. When 
Moses' command was ignored, 
, God sent ten severe punishments 
to the people of Egypt. The harshest 
punishment of them all was the very 
last one, as Gqd came through one 
night slashed every first born, both 
man and animal. However, God told' 
the Israelites to mark th6r · homes 
with lamb's blood so that he would 
recognize them ~ his people and he . 
would pass over them. Thus, that 
is where the name Passover comes 
from, meaning "protection." 
The Food of Passover 
DuringPassovereveryfoodtl\latiseatensymbolizessomething 
special. Following are a f:ew examples: 
Matzoth is ·otherwise known as Unleavened Bread because 
the Jews did not have time to let the dough rise. It represents 
both slavery and freedom. 
A Roasted Lamb Bone symbolizes the lamb that was. sacrificed 
at the Holy Temple of Jerusalem. 
A Roasted Egg symbolize 11he cyde of Ufe from birth to death 
to re-birth . . 
Horseradish symbolizes the bitterness of slavery. 
Chopped nuts and apples in wine represents the mortar 
used by the Israelites to make bricks for Pharaoh Ramses II 
when they were his slaves 
Parsley and celery are a symbol for re-birth and spring. 
Salt Water represents the tears of the Hebrew slaves. 
Ld-'s rtdk A~ Sex, tJtdJy .... 
Caroline Cullen 
Knightlife Editor 
Should webe 
sentenced for 
·u· ... co111m1·. 1ng, 
7 
'J?o commit or not to comrrrit:, thrat is llh.e questJ:on. B,efore 
you ask y-0wself whether yoa are r~ te be in a committed 
relationship willh. an:odter persoa, y<>tt mi~ wam to h-d. 0ut wliat 
e,xa:aLy rhe wotd: 'cotrunittnetlt' eiltals, &;cor~ to *6 ev:er,-
reliable M@,rdam~W'el,ster1s dtctionazy. commitmeat tneanst the 
state or an lnscani;e of bein:g o.bligated or emotionally lmpelte<i awd 
(.my favorite) a oonsig.nment to a penal or mental insaffltio.l'l. 
'What's 'Wfrfh the 
_.J. ~f i,i-'111 . .Jt) W\>IU ffi)l"UHeU , 
Deesiit that ·mean 
FORC'BIJr H0w 
ab0l!llt th.e w,orJ. 
obl!igatedf'Ge0cloM 
Wenster compares 
it with: the w,ard 
"COenstr,ain". 'lihat 
last ~n 
says it al to .me 
folks: :Mental 
Instit1tdou! $0 basialty y,ou've go.:t to be froakin:g C1iWy to get in 
a s!llrious, muogam.oos relationsldp. I guess yoa ~t turn t-0 the 
dimonary to answer all of life's· mysteries, but one would haw to 
admit that th.e woJrds anti d.etinttions are f)ffltty in~ Talk 
al,e.ut warning sigtJS, people! 
Mo wonder so m•y people are scared to comt'Jltt. Look at 
what they ._have t0 look forward tQ, being Q~ affli forced. 
• . --1 • r-J~ r_ t:. -t. t --- > ....:...l.. .,L • Ui)t!Q Q fl\Cftraa tllStJ«ua.'0-1). lOf neilV'(!lffi -¢: Wffilts w·•u,: U\IC: ltnlt§CS 
society pu~ iD;to our minds? A monngamous relationship willh. the 
ri~ person at flile right time can be a beau~ thin-g. but what if 
these. signs havo@.merit? f guess· all w.e am d~ is take o,ur time aad get 
L . ' ,ii... .-...,a. • .• "'1. A . ____ ._..,. ,t.., .J. 
ttl 1d:tow µ..tt p:erson we are 5-ng senoos ·waw1. t1Pmut>.ttsntp a.f10& 
not ltave to he a trap; Just make s~ you don\ let it become one. 
A perfect example 
of the classic fear of 
commitment, even a 
ball and chain is too 
clingy for this career-
driven man. 
Plit.otos colfFtesy of ftttJO::f J'prtce.ota.emif and ntt,JJJ//WWW. 
apicturaperfedwedt!ling .• com, respectwel¥. 
~ 
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GOT MATH? PASS IT ON! 
open your mind~Hali 
teaching jobs are not 
the same~ ·visit our -
. website to learn -more~ 
WWW.YESTEACH.ORG 
,,: .. .j\,fQl!foOCi 
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Fast Forward 
Your Career 
The M.S. in Criminal Justice program at Nova Southeastern 
University offers an online course of study for individuals 
_ committed to becoming the finest of criminal justice 
professionals. At NSU, you can choose from various 
specialty tracks: 
• Organizational Leadership 
• Behavioral Science 
• Businesa Administration 
• Public Administration 
• Substance Abuse 
• Community Solutions and Partnerships 
a Information Systems 
• Conflict and Crisis Management 
• Child Protection and Juvenile Justice 
a Information Security 
•• 
·NSU_~ UNIVE.RSIIY 
~ -1-N. c.t.o.,~ 
Home of Alpha Phi Sigma national headquarters 
20 percent discount given to NSU undergrad alumni 
Nova Southeastern University admits students of any race, color, and national or ethnic origin. • Nova Southeastern University is accredite 
by the Commission on Colleges of the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools (1866 Southern Lane. Decatur,,Georgia 30033-40971 
TelephoM number: 404-679-4501) to award associate's, bachelor's. master'.s, educational specialist, and doctoral degrees. 12-143/04 pg 
"We could have gone anywhere. We chose 
Florida· International University." 
FIU's innovative graduate progi:anis are designed to prepare you 
for _ the demands of today's dymmic, glokl workplaa:. The 
internationally renowned professors at FIU are passionate about 
challenging you and making .sure you succeed. We gtadua.te 
people who wi1l change tlie world. Our professors sec the poten-
tial in each student and make the most of it. 
The University is ranked by the Carnegie Fonndation for the 
Advancement of Teaching as a I>octoral/Rescarch University-
Extrosivc, tlie highest ranking in its classification systan. FIU 
was reccotly awarded a chapter of Phi Beta ~ppa, the nation's 
oldest and most distinguished academic honor society, and 
Kiplingers Personal Finana Magazine ranked FIU among the 
top 20 best v.tlues in th~ nation for public higher cd~cation. 
Attend our Open House event 
for graduate students on 
Saturday, April 16. 
.To RSVP or for more information, 
please visit www.fiu.edu/ugs 
aFIU 
FLa!mA lNTERNATiaNAL lTNivERmY 
Miamii public JTSe41d, fRWM1'SU] 
www.fiu.edu/ugs 
9 
Student Medical Center 
* - ~I~ 
_ai_ 
(954) 262-1262 
Hours: 12:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m., Monday - Friday 
Most insurances accepted 
Please bring student I.D./Proof of reg_istration 
• Accredited by the Council on Education for Public Health 
• Classes .offered in CQnv.enient and innovative formats 
• Dedicated and distinguished faculty 
• Build critical thinking and leadership skills in public health 
NSU 
Providing Comprehensive 
Health Care 
for ALL Students 
in the 
South Florida Education 
Center ... 
• Nova Southeastern University 
• Broward Community C{>llege 
• Florida Atlantic University 
• Florida International University 
• University of Florida 
Same-day 
appointments 
please call ahead 
Sanford L. Ziff Health Care Center 
3200 South University Drive, Fort Lauderdale 
• Acquire skills in grant writing, public health program planning, implementafion, and evaluation 
Gain field-based experience in public health 
• Study in an interdisciplinary, cutting-edge educational environment with students from other 
health profession disciplines 
Make the World a Healthier Place 
* NSU NOVA SOlJTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY 
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Arts & Entertainment 
Ed:erbiiturs • tZ: Nll{J3: Bono Liv -
Who will run the World Bank? 
By Paul Saneaux 
Staf!Writer 
Celebrities who -take s~~ond · 
jobs are not rare: George Clooney 
produced The jacket; Tom Cruise 
is on the list of p'roducers for th~ ' 
upcoming War of the Worlds; and 
several other stars, such as J .Lo .and 
the members of Outkast, have their 
own clothing lines. These jobs are 
menial, however, compared to the 
new career Bono might undertake as 
president of the World Bank. 
U.S. Treasury Secretary John_ 
Snow recently told the Associated 
Press that Bono is~nly-one of the few 
candidates on the short list of probable 
presidents for the World Bank. The 
current pr':sident, James Wolfensohn, 
is stepping down from his position on 
June 1 of(his year. The organization 
is looking into finding a worthy 
successor to run the "development-
funding institution." Bono, who is also 
a nominee for a Nobel Peace Prize for 
his work in the less developed world 
and AIDS research, is praised by 
Snow for being "pragmatic, effective, 
and idealistic." The former 
U.S. Treasury Secretary Paul 
O'Neill also supports Bono's 
µJ>rtlination. 
It is . still to be seen as 
to whether Bono be chosen · 
and given the chance to be. a 
successful president for the 
world-wide . organization, 
but with the support of two 
Bush Administration Treasury 
Secretaries it seems very likely. 
Game Review: Devil M·ay Cry Series Part I 
By Paul Saneaux 
Staff Writer 
....,:.. . 
In 2001, Capcom released are highly detailed, the sound effects 
arguably the most popular and intense are realistic, and the orchestral 
action adventure game to grace the music sets the ambient mood. All 
Playstation2console. "DevilMayCry" · of these aspects add to the tense 
offered tons of excitement to gamers and electrifying atmosphere of 
and kept the thrills going with nonstop DMC. The detail of the ominous 
gunning and slashing throughout the backgrounds and the crisp realism of 
10-15 hours of gameplay. the sound effects create a world that 
It seemed that the pinnacle of is more than believable. The music, 
gaming haa been ·readied with '~Devil consistingofahauntingmixofgothic 
May Cry'' because every element of the choir hymns and heavy death metal 
game was perfect . .. or as near perfect during action sequences, is powerful 
i1s possible.,By taking the role of Dante, enough to keep pulses pounding 
the demon-slayer ,extraordinaire with and thumbs smashing away at the 
an attitude, gamers can unleash buttons. DMC is a must-have. 
amazing combination of attacks on . 
over 20 types of enemies. What .sets Devil May Cry 2 
DMC apart from other "beat-'em-up" As great-sequels go, DMC 
games, is the ability to switch between 2 is not orie -of them. Capcom 
guns and swords at a teuch of a button. apparently. had a difficult time 
Even in the midst of annihilating creating a game , that matched or 
multiple foes, it is effortless to d~al out surpassed the original release. The 
unbelievable amounts of punishment. blame does not fill on Capcom, 
"Word up!" Dante can fire his guns -· 
in two directions using the skill 
Twosome lime. 
removed completely, limiting the 
combinations that can be done. 
How.ever, a nifty little feature was 
added: Dante can roll side to side, 
perform back flips, and tun along 
walls a-la-Matrix to avoid attacks. 
The simplicity· overshadows the 
added feature though. Sadly, it 
was more amusing to use Lucia 
than the series' main character. 
DMC 2 did maintain the For example, a typical attack features though; DMC is a hard game:· ,., 
an uppercut with the sword and to follow up for various reasons- gr~at soundtrack, atmosphere, 
juggling the opponent in ·the air with perfection ·is next to ~impossible and storytelling that attracted 
a barrage of bullets. Dante also has to beat. However, the sequel is · mi_lHons of gamers to the first 
the power to transform into a demon, not terrible; this time around, an installment. And although DMC 
boosting his agility and strength. All additional female character, Lucia, · 2 is not as strong as the original, _ 
of these combinations are open for is available on . a separate . disk.. it is still worth owning. 
interpretation as well;, attacks can be - New weapons, attack combos, and _ _ 
finished in multiple fashions, all of gameplay stay somewhat true to the ·· Next week ... Devil May Cry 3: 
which are equally incredible. Wreaking original. DMC 2 consequently has Dante's Awakening. 
havoc is always a delight, and with respectable replay value but not a 
increasing levels of difficulty, DMC proportional amount of quality. 
continuously presents new ch~ knges · Unfortunately, Dante was 
and serious replay value. ·- altered to be a darker character, which 
The technical aspects of the made the game less interesting. How_ 
game are also extremely well done: the much darker can a half-human, 
environments and their backgrounds half-demon character become? Well, 
Alfred Hitchcock has nothing on this ... 
Take that, bird! Aerial battles are 
common in Devil May Cry. 
Dante is known for his humorous 
o~e-linets and he is not dark in the 
sense. of "evil." It's a morb1d sense 
of hu~or that makes him dark, not 
barbarism. Nonetheless; Dante in 
D MC 2 barely speaks and has a new 
appearance. That is not the Dante 
gamers have grown to love. 
Along with Dante's 
personality, his fighting style was 
simplified. Some of his attacks were 
Dante shows off his brand new 
toy, the electric sword Alastor. 
All photos courtesy !GM.com 
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· Criticized Communication-
Techniq.ues 
There-are various ways to communicate 
a p<5int; how:cwer, the means e5f communication 
c:an calf forth discontenunenr in the reader or 
hstener and thu.s cause the entire point to be 
,)1 
l0st. S<5me ptrople attempt to scare or entertain 
people with their delivery and seduce. them to 
consensus ahout a point. Others will try to 
sm9oth-talk y0.u into agreem:ent or just offer a 
half truth . ... In deciding, how to c;ommunicate 
with the mo~t effectiveness what should we 
do? 
Depending on the type of 
communication that you use, you may be 
ihYiting criticism even if your point is · valid. 
Recently, Kirstie Alley has stepped back into the 
spotlight with her new commercial promotions 
for Jenny Craig and a new improvisational 
sitcom on Showtime called "Fat Actress." The 
formerly thin/ regular sized star now sports an 
oYer-the-top attitude about her weight gain. 
Her show is about her as an out-of-work 
actress in Hollywood and how she's treated 
hec:ause of hel' ,size, but this self-proclaimed fat 
actress isn't criticizi_ng Hollywood; she's talking 
about body image in the work force in general. 
While Alley is receiving tons of criticism and 
is being accused of sending a bad message, the 
star's message isn't about being ugly because 
of her si~, instead it's about how she's been 
t_reated ... Thi} sub-par treatment of people 
because of their looks is the new job 'racism.' 
You may or may not experience discrimination 
based on race, but it is to be sure that you will 
.face it because ~flooks. Alley is simply making 
a point in a funny way, which she hopes will 
open awareness. The star is right; sometimes 
just talking about something doesn't work. 
While Alley. attempts to use humor 
to seduce the young m}JJ.qs of today away 
from the obsession wfrh · · being thin and 
towards a healthy outlook, others use much 
harsher techniques. Sometimes people will 
b-e grotesque er blatantly scary to attempt to 
• 
0 get you to listen. A few years ago, a speaker 
came and spoke to a group I w.as p:u-ticipating 
in. He was basically talking about cult-llke 
proselytizing techniques- that_ are used by 
.-J:l:v.; _.._, 
v;u-io.us groups. The jist was mat you have to be 
careful-- sometimes people might just be nice, 
other tj:mes they may w~nt to get you to jofo 
their-faith group· or cult. The man's tactic scared~ 
lralf of the girls that I was staying with. That 
night, the dorm was full of discussion about the 
horr ible man who is saying that everyone's out 
to get us. I must admit, I was a little surprised. 
All of these seemingly intelligent girls couldn't 
~ 
understand what the man had done- he had 
scared them into talking about ·an important 
issut; and takfug it seriously. Granted, the tears 
Were ex~essive, ·but his communicative sty1e 
was obviously working. 
All of us are going to, at some time, 
want to communicate a point. It might be 
when Wt;'re trying to teach someone about the 
environment or about abuse and excess· in our 
society and we will have to choose a good way 
to rn_!llmunicate. Afterwards, people might 
criticize us, dep:end-ing on the style we choose-
but if substance is there, the message will ge.t 
through ... as long as the audience is intelligent 
enough or willing enough ta -see it. 
--1 
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Michael Jackson Trial -
Updates 
Alain~ Siminovsky 
StajfWriter 
While some grow tired of the accuser said that he felt that he lost his 
Michael Jackson trial fiasco, o~hers tune best friend, Michael Jackson, which 
in nightly to the local news stations to allows the defense to paint the boy 
hear of the day's developments. Over as having· a vendetta against Jackson. 
the last two weeks, -Jacko has been The prosecution did make strides due 
late to the trial because of back pains to the explicit nature of the accuser's 
that landed him in the hospital and in testimony. 
pajamas during the trial. He has also Many see this trial as a fiasco, 
faced both his accuser and his accuser's from Jackson's behavior such as late 
brother and jokes from Jay Leno who, arrivals to trial to the all-star character 
although under a gag order, found a witness list. Jay Leno is now free to tell 
surrogate to poke fun at the king of jokes about the king of pop, now that 
_ pop. his gag order has · been lifted, but he is 
The prosecutors continue to not the only one milking the trial for 
poke holes in the testimony that the a l~ugh. It seems that the Jackson trial 
defenseillicitsfromitswitnesses. While ·will still be in the fore for its duration. 
the district attorney tries to protect the - For updated information on 
children on the stand, the prosecutors the web see Entertainment Weekly at 
were able to get them to say things www.ew.com, CNN at www.cnn.com 
that harm the case. For example, the or on television on the local stations. 
@fterl Sm~r,iertfl~ tyao,sis: P• ~ -
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..--~,._~. -~is-
t;,emiemac ashton~ 
----.if AwJ - -- ,.AU t..- ~ -_., ~~~ piRll M t'!JOn wm uu i,-....; ~
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Left and Center: Actor Edward Moss (left) plays Michael Jackson (in 
costume, center) on the E! Entertainment daily trial recreations. Now that's a 
transformation. Right: Jay Leno is now free to joke about Jacko because his gag _ 
order has been lifted . 
American Idol Recap: 
Missing Idol? 
-By Alaina Siminovsky 
Arts and Erttertainment Editor 
One would think that making off. .. According to this year's rules, she 
it to this level in the American would have been brought back. This 
Idol competition would make the really is a whole new competition. 
competition one of the most important Now the competition is in the 
things in your life. The yearly Idol more entertaining stage: the contestants 
competition has become the chance make faux music videos that run during 
of a lifetime for talented individuals commercial breaks and they do group 
around the country; however there performances that involve some sort of 
have been a few questionable moments rhythmic attempt at dance. 
when contestants lost eligibility. The thjrty-minute elimination 
Last week, the first week of the· show on Wednesday nights must seem 
~ 
laststageofthecompetition, when most like an eternity for those that are in the 
of the contestants were practicing and fated "bottom-three." Ryan Seacrest; 
getting ready for the upcoming debut the show's host; brings the - three 
on the larger Idol stage, Mario Vazquez contestants with the least amount of 
dropped out of the competition. votes to center stage, and one by one 
Vazquez has cited family problems as delivers a favorable or unfavorable 
his reason for leaving the competition, verdict. The first victim was Lindsey 
which has saddened the judges - or Cardinale, who said farewell to the 
at least Paula. A small scandal does 'American Idol audience on March 16. 
arise, however, because in Vazquez's If Jessica Sierra and Mikalah Gordon -
place, Nikko Smith, the man with are your favorites, you might consider 
the second lowest number of votes, is voting next week because they were 
brought back to the competition. In the _ other two members of the bottom 
the past when contestants lost their three. 
seat - the infamous. Frenchie and a Song selection is dictated now 
by genre -or decade. Tune into Fox -
Tuesdays and Wednesdays_ for the rest 
of the American Idol saga.· 
young man with a criminal past come 
to mind - no one got a second chance. 
Corey Clark was disqualified less than 
a week after Julia DeMato was voted 
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Name: DJ EZ, Kyle Dacosta 
Position: Public Relations D irector 
Radio Show: High Definition Radio: 
Saturday nights from 11 p.rri. - 3a.m. 
Featured Genre of Music: Hip Hop 
Favorite Artists: Biggie, Jay-Z, 
iNas, 11:t:e Diplomats, State Propercyr, 
it.n:rbo:d:r else fJI-0m ~-e lt.O.C. and 
last hut not least, the O-ll0,¢k boys. 
What artist da you id~ with. 
· ,nust: I would have to say Jay·Z. I 
have a lot of respect for, a:ncl.sts thitt 
,don't succumb to the p1!essures of the 
industry and instea<d.,. co~effrty 
-.~e-musk for the trl4e.f1t«s. 
What's in yt>ur CD player now: 
• Of course I'in. liste.:nit1.g to the new 
C(m'r0;t1;, Ptttrplc Haze, die new Game, 
· 1./)Qeumentary; aJ)ld thf new 50 cent, 
'lt{mtllQfl'e, bec.ause they' re ·· the hottest 
•etai Joiq:ts om right now. Being a 
pj k'iit§ it's i!td¥attta,ges, like getting the 
exd'u:s:ive aif)ums before they release so 
f m -als.o loving tlxe so@n.,to~l>e released 
Beanie Stgel, 1he B. (i;()ni,ing ad Styles 
· P's Time is Money. lleal hip-hop fans 
s11ouhU:o0It out for rh.ese two albums. 
Local Groups: Ft. Lauderdale and 
South florida in general are slow when 
in come; to the hip-hop game. A lot 
of talented artists reside oilt here and 
are on the grind trying to break into 
the industry, we feature only the best 
local talent on 88.5 FM and sometimes 
· they are on the look out for new talent 
themselves. So, to all my up and 
coining artists out there: be sure to be 
c~nstandy tuned in for your chance to 
win studio time or whatever else might 
be going on that particular show. 
Advice to people trying· to break _in 
the ind'Q$try: 1m,~11ilii~ ~ -.a,.goo4 
~y to get yotrr foot ua:' the d0£}£. The 
industry is ti!ke a ft,ateinal ffrcler. tf 
yotire talxe11;11ed) al you a:e~ ~. i:im;tu 
·star f0ct1s-eel. and on you:r grind. and 
y,-0\fffl: &\teritualty .114aki a, .name fQr 
yo:urseit Ettiler th.at. or sell your Stltln 
~'le ,.t. •;I . . , .·. , . , . L ~L . C. 1to, n1e «evtt ••. ~u w<nt t ue 1,r1.e n1:st. 
Dest clubs: lbe best du:hs. in So~ll 
Fl~rida are.; Opium Sundays., ~gea _ 
Lol!lln~ 0£1 Mi,nd~s antl Tu~yS:, 
Amil.ta o&Sou.di. leat:1aon,. W!d;n:e·y-~ • 
Iguana Jlli;Q:es. on: Tiltur-sia:y, _ ~~t-&<1\lt 
~ "d d ·• H·,,..J. n~L!, • . , . , rn · ays, an tu11.~ t1il to ·. 1~ .t::1€lffl\rvll/Jn 
Radio on S:8.5 .FM at 11 p,.m .  0n 
:Saturdays from wiherevtt;t J."u're at a;tid 
'11 h · ' ' we get t e party R°'PP.ffl . 
New artis~ I ltave t-o slat>w love to 
Shady records' n~st artist St~ Quo. 
I must say t'h:at 4Iels ·one of tke best·aew 
artists due to th:o.p. ~d tor my lad.Iles 
out t.heee,. be, on tllae loQ:k out for, .loall,y 
Valentino, DTP''s new 1t8tBa rtist. 
Why did you become a DJ: Music 
is the soundtrack of life. I've always 
had a love for what music can do to 
and for people. Being able to bring 
l 
;( 
• I 
,#.' , 
hidi ~ity music into the homes 
of ·vh.ousands who are forced to be 
co:mami11uued by the garbage on the 
a;w is r:edy rewarding; The best part of 
my j,<>'0 its serving the people what they 
want .•. THAT FIRE! _... 
~p~ ial J giveaways and 
promotions. If you don't 
know, Radio X comes through 
with exclusive giveaways. In . 
the past we've had tickets for 
And 1, The Funk Master Flex 
Car . Show, Mos Def, Snoop 
Dogg, and many more. Currently you 
can tune in and win tickets for: New 
Found Glory, Snocore, Disney on Ice, 
and the Winter Music Conference, 
so ... GET WITH THE PROGRAM!! 
lune I'*> 
Radk>X 
11.s'f'n-
c1ays 1rom 
14 p.M. 
l!Z'ssbow 
THE NEW RADIO X 88.5 FM 
4 Sunday Time 
SMOOTH 
7PM GROOVES 
TO Jazz/Blues/Sou} 
9PM 
9PM ,SMOOTH 
TO GROOVES 
11PM Jazz/Blues/Soul 
11PM. I SMOOTH 
TO GROOVES 
1AM Jazz/Blues/Soul 
1AM 
TO STREAMING 
3AM ONLINE 
GET WITH T H E 1ROGRAMII I 
Monday Tuesday Wednesday I Thursday I Friday I Saturday 
Final Stretch Voices of BLOCK PARTY THE I BLOCK JAM SESSION ·. Our World SOCA & REGGAE THE LOCAL BA:~~~T PARTY JAM SESSION SHOW URBAN Alt, & Rock 
Alt. &ROCK MUSIC 
BLOCK PARTY B~~1i.rT I· BLOCK JAM SESSION JAM SESSION Uf?BA.1.V& JAM SESSION PARTY Alt. & Rock Alt &ROCK REGGAE ALT. &Rock . URBAN 
AJUSTC 
BLOCK PARTY 
THE 1· 
BLOCK 
BLOCK PARTY BLOCKPARTY URBAN& BLOCK PARTY BASEMENT PARTY 
URBAN URBAN REGGAE' Ul?BAN HOUSE URB.itv · 
MUSIC 
THE BLOCK 
STREAMING STREAMING STREAMING STREAMING BASEMENT PARTY 
ONLINE ONLINE ·ONLINE ONLINE HOUSE ORBAN 
-~fUSIC 
NOV A SOUTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY 
Fo, 
f'ree Tickets 
tunewo 
RadioXM.:, FM 
HR up the 
Radiox 
Request Line at 
954-212-1457 
Gr lune into the 
Ive broadcasts 
on the wet,· sle 
radiox~nova.edu. 
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Technical Difficulties. with Robots 
· By Greg Kytiakakis and Paul Saneaux 
StajfWriters ' 
Average Rating: 
Ratings: 
Greg $2 
Greg: · "Having never seen any . of the recent 
computer animated family films, Robots 
"" was a new experience. The look of the film is striking; 
· the amount of detail each robot and the colorful 
world of the originally named Robot City possesses is 
impressive. Great effort seems to have been taken to 
bring the characters to · life, and the creators of 
Robots deserve credit for creating such a unique 
and lively robot society." 
Greg: "Robots features an impressive cast of . 
· voice actors, but they're significantly underutilized. 
Paul $4 
Rodney Copperbottom (center, Ewan McGregor), befriends Rusties 
Piper Pinwheeler (left, Amanda Bynes) and Fender (Robin Willi.ams). 
Photos Courtesy Blue Sky Studios · 
Paul : "Robot City was 'amazing, and it was an obvious chal-
lenge for the graphic engineers who also created Ice Age. Instead of 
the blank, white background of snow, the artists had to deal with an 
enormous mechanized ~ity with rust and parts. They had their work 
cut out for them, but they came through nicely. Compared to other 
animated films I have seen, such as Shrek l and 2, Bug's Life, Finding 
Nemo, and others, Robots ranks high. However, its no Shrek." 
Ewan McGregor portrays the idealistic Rodney 
perfectly. However, Robin Williams, who plays 
_ Rodney's friend Fender, is too over the top and 
becomes irritating by . constantly using Williams' 
trademark accents. Other all-star actors, sadly, have 
few lines. Drew Carey and Paul Giamatti have little 
Paul : "Its awkward to hire a cast of extremely well known celebrities and not have 
most of . them in a majority of the film. Drew Carey's character, Crank Casey, 
had so few lines that I can itemize them on my fingers, and 
his character's name was barely mentioned ... I had to look 
" screen time, but really add to the film during the.time they 
" are on screen. 
· it up! Even Halle Barry, as popular as she is, hardly makes 
an impact in the movie. Robin Williams was somewhat 
annoying, but he does provide most of the cheap laughs and 
toilet humor. Although a great cast is an attractive feature, 
not effectively using it is a disappointment." 
11 ~ 
..,., 
Greg: "While Robots is likely to be enjoyed by kids, adults 
might not find much to enjoy. The plot is a simple battle of 
good versus bad as Rodney and his buddies try to ~top an 
evil corporation. Young viewers will probably appreciate 
the "follow your dreams" theme, but its nothing special. 
Robots can be boring, since being a family film, it 
seems to stay as bland as possible so that no one 
is offended. Families will undoubtedly enjoy 
Robots." 
Greg: "There · is plenty· to like about Robots, 
depending on age. From a technical 
standpoint, the film delivers impressive 
effects, but lacks originality in 
its plot. There are some chuckles, but 
overall Robots was boring. · I would 
pay $2 out of $6 to see this film." 
!Director: Chris Wedge 
Writers: David Lindsay-Abbaire, Lowell Ganz, Babaloo Mandel 
!Starring: Ewan McGregor, Halle Berry, Mel Brooks, Drew Carey, 
Greg Kinnear, Amanda Bynes 
Left: It's celebration time in Robot City for Piper Pinwheeler (Amanda Bynes), Fender (Robin 
Williams), Rodney Copperbottom (Ewan McGregor), Lug (Harland Williams), Crank Casey (Drew 
Carey) and the silent Diesel. Right: Rodney Copperbottom (Ewan McGregor) falls - literally - for 
beautiful bot executive Cappy (Halle Berry). 
Paul : "I think the opposite applies to Robots: like Shr~k, this film 
was originally intended for the younger viewing public but a large 
portiQn of the humor is aimed at adults and teenagers. More adults 
were laughing out loud than the children in the theater. There are a 
couple scenes that could offend conservatives: toilet humor, of 
course, is not always favorable, and Mel Brooks_ does refer to 
Aunt Fanny's "sweet keis'ter." Animated films make money 
by targeting a wide audience." 
Paul : "The film does suffer from a cliched plot and moral, 
but the humor, which was close to satirical, does make Robots 
worth catching at some time or another. It was great to see 
a robot do The Robot to a Chingy song: the comedy was 
tongue-in-cheek, and that was refreshing. Standing alone 
and compared to other animated films, Robots deserves 
$4." 
MOVIE REVIEWS 
~ 
$6- BRAVE THE LINES OPENING NIGHT! 
. . 
., .•. ,;_·· ----~-~-,.~----- -- -- ---, ;,.,::- ·-,:.;;.;;.:;;,:;;.:;::;;-· · ··,;.::t":;;.,·-c, l ~ _: 
$5- SEE IT NEXT WEEK. 
$4- BORED? AFTERNOON MATINEE. 
$:3:No~HURRY, RENT IT. 
r-- . --;- --·-- ·"·---·--·-·- -·---1 I NSU Baseball· I 
· Sweeps Eckerd l 
1 
College In Saturday I 
I Doubleheader with , I 
I Pair of Big wi·n.s· . 
1
, l . . 
· 1 Knights complete first-ever 1 
; three-game conference 
! • 
1 series sweep 
By Eddie Kenny 
Sports Information I 
:l 
PAGE 15 
Left: Angela Martinez strikes out. Below: Short-
stop Jess-ica Reader waits in foreground for Laura 
Cepicky to make her pitch. Photo by Alicia Winslett 
.NSU Softball Team Against. Saint Leo in 3-The Nova Southeastern University 
baseball team (18-8, 4-2 SSC) swept the 
Eckerd College Tritons (8-16, 0-3 SSC) in 
a Sunshine State Conference doubleheader 
played March 12 at Eckerd's Turley Field 
l Game Series, Come Out on Top in One Game 
I 
' By Alicia Winslett 
in St. Petersburg, FL. · 
The Knights won their first-ever 
three-game conference series, completing· 
the sweep of the Tritons with an 8-4 win 
and a 15-5 victory on Saturday. NSU 
! 
outscored Eckerd 35-15 in the three- I 
games, now having won six straight and 1· 
13 out of 17 overall, , · 
NSU seniors led the way en route 
to the sweep, as 3B Mike Pellerito (Coral 
Springs, Fla.) was·a combined 4-for-7 with 
6 RBI and a pair of runs scored and I B 
Jeff Rodriguez (Hialeah, Fla.) went 3-for-8 
with 2 HR, 5 RBI and 3 runs scored on 
the afternoon. Fellow senior Alex Froloff 
(Coral Springs, Fla.) was also a combined 
5-for-9, including a 4-for-5 performance 
with 2 RBI and 3 runs scored in the second 
half of the twinbill. 
The Knights jumped to an early 
lead in game one and ne~er looked back, as 
they exploded for four runs in the fourth 
inning, highlighted by Rodriguez's three-
run homer. 
Eckerd closed to within three runs 
I 
l 
i 
I 
in the bottom of the seventh inning, but 
reliever Jon Spier (Fr., Plantation, Fla.) 
came on in relief'of starter Derek Antelo 
(Sr., Miami, Fla.) to record the final eight 
outs of the game for his first ca,reer save. 
Antelo picked up the win to improve to a 
perfect 6-0 record in six starts this season I 
on the hill for the Knights. : 
In the second game, the Tritons 
took their only lead of the series with one 
1 run in the bottom of the second. However, 
the Knights' bats came alive again and 1 
! after a two-run double by Pellerito put the 
: Knights ahead 2~1, Rodriguez connected i 
: · for his second homer of the day and third 
of the season with a two-run shot that put 
the Knights ahead 4-2. 
Eckerd cut the deficit in half with a 
run in the bottom of the fourth, but NSU 
' then scored 11 unanswered runs to put 
the game out of reach and give sophomore 
i RHP Steve Emery (Hollywood, Fla.) his 
first win as a Knight. Emery improved to 
1-3 on the season, as he went 5 1/3 innings, 
allowing five runs on eight hits. 
Sports.Editor 
March 11 and 12, the 
Nova Southeastern softball team 
took on Saint Leo University in a 
3-game series at the A.D. G~iffiri 
Sports Complex. In the first game, 
the Knights lost 3-0 against· Saint 
Leo. 
Pitcher, Shannon Lynch fell 
to 4-5 on the season as Saint Leo · 
pitcher Katie Heintz came . away 
with the win. 
In the second game, the 
Knights took the game in an I !-
inning heart stopping game. The 
teams were at zero-to-zero in the top 
of the tenth inning. Then, in the 
top of the eleventh inning, Hayley 
Mallory hit a single, letting Alison 
Flynn score to put St. Leo ahead by 
one. That meant NSU had to score 
in the bottom of the inning, or else 
St. Leo would win. Katie Veltri and 
Jessica Reader both scored in the 
inning, as there was an error by the 
In the third game, the 
Knights scored an early run in the 
bottom of the first inning when 
Janette Rodriguez singled into 
left field to bring home Diana 
Goolsby. In the top of the sixth 
inning, Saint Leo added three 
runs to take a 3-1 lead. Saint Leo 
then added three more runs when 
Monique Dominguez singled into 
centerfield that brought in Alecia 
Fudge and Denyve Duncan .. The 
Lion"s final run came from an error 
by the short stop. In the end, Saint 
Leo took the third game 6-1. 
During the first game, 
the Knights kept Saint Leo from 
scoring until the top of the sixth. 
There were three Knights errors 
which left the door open for Saint 
Leo to score. They had the bases 
loaded, and an error by the third 
baseman, which allowed their first 
two runs to score. The final run 
from Saint Leo came from Mindy 
Miltner as she hit a single to bring 
home Monique Dominguez. 
· catcher. 
Shannon Lynch picked up 
the loss to be 4-6 on the season. 
Katie Heintz .. picked up her 
fourtheenth win of the season. 
The Knights had an 
opportunity to score in the 
bottom of the fifth inning because 
the bases were loaded, but Vanessa 
Basil struck out at the plate, so no 
runs were scored. 
By Alicia Winslett 
Sports Editor 
N0w thtat llhe ~ra:~ts 
are m, .. ~ Maduess .reaiily 
;et-s t.lt'1det w,a;y. Dela.war~ 
State. Sou:theastem Lottmatta, 
Oaldatl, aiia<i Ala~aA&.M ar,e 
.fl'lakin1 their first aiprea1:00:ces 11\l 
tb:e NCAA tottrnanient. 
. Yet!, thtdre ar~ a coupJe 
of SU£Jitis.es ttlu:s year: lliimms h.1lS 
da~ top $pot in 1't.e hraek•~ wl>.le 
Wasb11llpon canre aut of Ji(;)w,here 
to Lle at the top (f)f the brackets 
as we,I, Mso j:<>iDin:g -~ at the 
Laura Cepicky came away 
with her seventh win of the season 
as she struck out 12 batters in 11 
innings. Lion's pitcher Katie Heintz 
had her second loss of the season 
when she came in to relieve Heather 
Gamlin in the eighth inning. 
Come out artd support 
The Knights softball team in the 
next home game as they take on 
Florida Gulf Coast University on 
March 22 at 5 p.m. 
NCAA Sports Brackets 
Are In, and M.arch 
Madnees is Underway 
~.e, 1s Nortk CarfJflJRa, ad 
Dtilke- !tft)m the A.tlmuc Coast 
Conierel!l.€e~ aiiad ttie Huskies 
trom. the ,ac~ 10. llinois is 
3:l-1 and is assigne'd to tlte 
Cl.ti.cago regiosa'l .  
lhe Huskies wete 
revi0US'lf r~ fow:'teea11h 
.in: the AP· poli" ~t took 
a~age of I<.;~s toss 
and moved l,lf' in. the li:»e. 
A sutf&i11sg stat t-0 
me was •ar it's di.te sbcth ti.nae 
in e~t years tlr{lr two tetmts BOfil:/1 
tlte s~ ,col}f,e,rence weie seed.eel 
No, 1. 
Dttk:e .has also won nhe 
ACC tovr~.tnent Swntkr for ttle 
sixth,. t.tme in seven years. Dttke 
•.{ L I .J. .l .L:- J_ 
.tS a str-0a.g tearR, ulilt . uont t:i1iu• 
they' t~ ping to De at £1\e very top 
elais year . 
N~ it's ~ e te .al. out 
.th0se 'brackets atll:4 start b~ 
•--L C. ,.. .J _..,,L - · .!.U W{U}.t, 1')\\tf .tfiCJ.lttS to see Wl!ltJ Wtu 
take the National ChamipionsWp. 
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Baseball (18-8, 4-2 SSC) lead with senior Diana Goolsby (Ocala, Fla.) with 25 total 
The Knights have won six straight and 12 of their last 15, 
including a three~game sweep conference for Eckerd College 
this past weekend. CF Alex Froloff(Sr., Coral Springs, Fla.) leads 
the team with a .385 BA and 35 hits. Junior 2B Sean McFadden 
· (Hollywood, Fla.) is second on the team with 34 hits, a .366 BA 
and has a team-high 23 RBI. Sophomore 55 Shawn Langlois 
(West Palm Beach, Fla.) has-scored a team-high 25 runs and 
stolen a team-best 17 bases this season. 
hits. Senior Janette Rodriguez (Miami, Fla.) leads the team 
with 15 RBI and 1 O extra base hits as well as a .545 slugging 
percentage: Freshman pitcher Laura Cepicky (Waterloo, Ill.) 
leads the pitching staff with a 7-4 record and has struck out 74 
batters in 70.0 innings of work. 
SSC STANDINGS 
SSC 
w L 
SSC STANDINGS 
Saint Leo 5 1 
SSC OVERALL 
w L PCT w L T PCT 
Barry 5 1 
Florida Tech 7 2 
Tampa 3 0 1.000 20 3 0 .870 
Florida Southern 2 1 .667 20 2 0 .909 
Lynn 6 3 
Florida Southern 3 3 
Nova Southeastern 4 2 .667 18 8 0 .692 
Rollins 4 5 
Florida Tech 2 1 .667 14 11 0 .560 
Nova Southeastern 4 5 
Barry 1 2 .333 16 8 
-
0 .667 
Tampa 
. . 
2 7 
Lynn 1 2 .333 16 8 0 .667 
Eckerd 0 9 
Rollins 2 4 .333 15 9 0 .625 
Saint Leo 0 . 0 --- 14 10 0 .583 Women's Tennis 
Eckerd 0 3 .000 8 16 0 .333 
SSC STANDINGS 
Women's Rowing 
The Knights won two races and finished second in 
another at the Hurricane Invitational in Miami. NSU won 
the Varsity Four race head-to-head against Central Florida 
with a time of 8:22.47, six seconds ahead of UCF's boat. The 
Varsity Eight crew crossed the finish line 18-seconds down to 
a stronger UCF crew in a time of 7:35.81. The Knights Varsity 
Four (Division 11) finished the day by racing to an open-water 
victory against the University of Richmond to begin the day in 
a time of 9:17.63. 
Softball (11-12, 4-5 SSC) 
The NSU softball team is led by Angela Martinez 
(Jr., Miami, Fla.) who has a 410 BA and is tied for the team 
Lynn 
Barry 
Rollins 
Florida Southern 
Saint Leo 
Nova Southeastern . 
Eckerd 
Tampa 
Florida Tech 
SSC 
w L 
5 0 
7 1 
4 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 3 
0 1 
0 2 
0 6 
Looking for easy cash? 
No longterm commitments? 
No obligations? 
PCT 
.833 
.833 
.778 
.667 
.500 
.444 
.444 
.222 
.000 
w L 
11 1 
9 1 
7 3 
7 3 
4 7 
4 7 
4 1 
2 7 
1 7 
OVERALL 
w L T 
19 4 0 
19 9 0 
16 5 0 
23 5 0 
19 6 0 
18 7 0 
11 12 0 
10 12 0 
4 20 0 
Consider The Kntght as your resource. Become a Contributing Writer 
and get paid $30 per published feature. 
. 
Interested? Contact nsune\t\Ts(~lnova!"edu for more 
details! 
·, .. _ 
PCT 
-
.826 
.679 
.762 
.821 
.760 
.720 
.478 
.455 
.167 
4, 
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The Season in Not Over 
Cross Country Takes on Track at Disney's Annual Relay 
Competition - · 
By Danielle Garcia 
Contributing Writer 
Cross Country season may be at least show they were ready to run, 
over, but th.at does not mean NSU's the three other members of the relay, 
Cross Country team is hanging up their Dayliset Oliva, Chelsea Gilbert, and 
shoes until next year. Coach McCrea Jaymie Brooks, ran their legs of the 
and his team of dedicated runners have . race. 
continued to train hard through the off 
season and have decided to test their 
running capabilities on the track this 
spring. 
The team headed to Disney's 
Annual Relay race with high 
expectations and ready to compete in 
shorter distances than they raced in 
during the fall. On Friday, March 11, 
both the men and women ran a 3K 
race with a few runners placing in the 
top 20. For the lady Knights, Chelsea 
Gilbert placed 14, a great achievement 
for the Knights, as well as for Chelsea 
since she was sidelined during the 
fall due to severe shin splits. Among 
the men, Aaron. Kolterjahn placed 
16, followed by teammate Brandon 
Petersen in seventeenth place. The team 
spent the rest of the day recuperating 
and preparing for the next day. 
On Saturday, March 12, 
the team headed back to Disney for 
another day of racing; unfortunately, 
the ladies would have to forfeit their 
distance r~lay due to technicalities. 
I . 
Junior Angela Schaech forfeited her 
spot due to a cold, but, ·determined to 
As for the men, they came 
to D~sney ready to attack the track. 
They also competed in the distance 
relay and. placed 9. The first leg 
of the race was Petersen running 
a twelve hundred, followed by 
Christian Toepfer running four 
hundred meters. He handed the 
baton off to Kyle Botti, who ran an 
eight hundred race; the final leg was 
Kolterjahn running sixteen hundred 
meters (one mile). 
The Knights had an amazing 
1 11
- 4 
outing at Disney and they are looking 
forward to the rest of their track season. 
The team puts in time every Monday, 
Wednesday, and Saturday with Coach 
McCrea. Oliva says, "Mondays are 
dedicated. to plyom~trics and short 
sprints. Then on Wednesday and 
Saturday, we head over to a local high 
school track for speed workouts." The 
team had a great outing in the fall and 
hopes to continue to improve during 
the spring. Coach McCrea has high 
hopes for his team for next season and . 
expects more records to be broken. 
;,., 
Above: Chelsea, 
Angela, Dayliest 
and Jaymie. Left: 
Aaron, Brandon 
and Chad running 
around the field. 
Photos by Danielle 
Garcia 
NSU Crew makes a splash, winning 
two out of three events 
By Nicolle Garber 
Staff Writer 
On March 12, Nova 
Southeastern's Ladies Crew competed in 
the 2nd Annual Hu;ricane Invitational 
where Nova Division I colleges 
University of Miami, University of 
Central Florida, Rochester University 
and Barry University. Nova 
Southeastern only competed against 
UCF and Rochester, 
~-~---------------------, 
winning two out of 
Traditionally when a boat wins gold, the cox is thrown in. 
Cheyenne Poskey, cox of one of the winning Varsity Fours, 
gets tossed by her crew. Photo by Christy Fritch 
three events. The 
events were 2000m 
duels, with only two 
boats racing head-to-
head. 
The first event 
was the . Women's 
Varsity Four with a 
crew ofTaylor 'Liput 
in stroke, Mary 
Brylski, Christy 
Fritch, Victoria 
Corbyons in bow, 
and Danielle Garcia 
coxing. The Four boat claimed 
victory over Rochester with a time 
of 9: 17 .63. Rochester finished with 
a time of 10:30.97. 
The second event of the 
morning was the Women's Varsity 
eight with . a crew of Cheyenne 
Poskey coxing, Katrena Bonilla 
in stroke, Nicole Felluca, Ashley 
Amrich, Miglena Dzhupanova, 
Lauren Thomas, Monica Henderson, 
Luciana Bedos and Stephanie Blair 
in bow. The ladies, rowing against a 
strong current and against Division 
I team UCF, exhibited great control 
and power as they finished second 
against UCF with a time of 7:35.81, 
UCF with a time of7:17.56. 
The final event of the day 
was the second Varsity Four event 
where the · four boat finished 
strong, conquering.UCF by a mere 
six seconds. The boat was coxed~ 
by Cheyenne Poskey, with Katrena 
Bonilla in stroke, Nicole Felluca, 
Ashley Amrich, and Stephanie Blair. 
The Four was not expected to win 
over a Division I university, yet they 
proved their worth on the water. 
Women's Varsity Eight 
Nova: 7:35.81 *UCF: 7:17.56 
· Women's Varsity Four 
UCF: 8:28.99 *Nova: 8:22.47 
Women's Second Varsity Four 
Rochester: 10:30.97 *Nova: 9:17.63 
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r,Je you an lnternatiOnal Student? 
Juan Pablo Con(la 
Mmnorlal Scholarship 
looking for a scholarship for next year! 
Apply for the 
Juan Pablo Correa Memorlal 
Scholarship 
(For Undergraduate Students Only) 
Pick up applications in the office of 
Student Activities and Leadership Development 
Room 204 - Rosenthal Student Center 
Or on-line at www.sald.nova.edu 
* Applications must be turned in to: 
Terry Weech by April 4th 2005 @5pm 
Please Direct Questions to Terry Weech at 
Ext. 7293 
Or 
(954) 262-7293 
*U.S. Citizens & Residents 
· are not eligible 
Enroll now and 
get $100 back! Nova So"JheQ$t:ern Univet~Jty 
GRE ·GMAT LSAT MCAT 
DAT OAT PCAT TOEFL 
Receive a $100 rebate when you enroll in a 
Kaplan course between March 1 and March 31. 
Limited time offer! 
Call or visit us onllne for more Information or to enroll. 
Test Prep and Admissions 
1-800-KAP-TEST 
kaptest.com/rebate 
Higher test scores 
guaranteed or 
your money back" 
*Test nai:nes are registered trademarks of their respective owners. **ConditiOns· and restrictions apply. For complete guaralltee 
eligibility reQuirements. visit kaPtestcom/hsg. The Highe·r Score Guarantee applies only to Kaplan Test Prep and Admissions courses 
taken and completed wi1hin the United St:ites and Canada. Th"e Higher Score Guarantee does not apply to PCAT "and TOEFL courses. 
tRebate restrictions a~y. Must enroll between 3/1/05-3/31/05. Visit kaptestcom/rebate for complete information. 
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Nursing Diipartment 
BSN Eotry level prc,gram 
admJt$ i.n Janoe1ry ancfJJne 
. Dlicd entall~ent op{iQ~ aJaila.bJe; . ._._. 
._. _. _: ' . __ ,..: ,, • .• "' '-'"·~ . ~- '~- .· :'- 1,-.-··-•:...'. : . ' · ·" ' :. ~ 
Thro.U,g.h, FcrrqtJh'c:Jr Colieg,£' e>tArts c;an·d(Scienc~t{ 
": _{'. " . _·;,.. ' __ ,:. . . ' ....... . -4':. ~ ... ; .• , ;·'. . . _.':_ __ ,, 
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Graduate Programs 
Dr. Jean Davis, ARNP, BC 
djean@nsu.nova.edu 
Entry level 'Program 
James Lawrence 
(954) 262, 1 I l 4 
NSU,N,irsing·Dffp'artment 
3200 Se>"!h .Uniyersity Diive 
· fort Loud~rdole FL 3328s2'01 '8 
www .nova:edu /nursing 
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Dear NSU Community, 
Until I dropped my cell phone afewweeks 
. ago and cracked the screen, I had never realized 
how much I relied on the thing. Considering the 
number of cell phones I see attached to people's 
ears all over campus, I'm relatively certain that 
I'm not the only-one, either. 
Now, seeing as I can barely make out 
a tiny part of the lower left corner of my poor, 
cracked screen (if I squint), doing anything but 
answering the phone when it rings requires me to 
punch buttons by memory. Considering the fact 
that electro~ics tend to be a bit fussy, I tend to get 
whatever I attempt to do wrong. This renders me 
helpless in several areas: I can barely call people 
because I can only make out the first letter of the 
narrie of the person I'm calling, and those people 
with more than one number entered are just 
impossible. I can't look at the time, nor use the 
calendar, and even: though I'm seriously sick of 
my current ring tone, l can't change it. 
So this whole thing has ~ore or less 
forced me to make sure to wear a watch, actually 
use a paper calendar for once, and figure oµt 
where I put my address book because I don't 
know anyone's phone number- .why memorize 
numbers when I can dial someone at the touch 
of a button? I guess I'.ll just have to live with the 
ring tone. 
All of this makes me wonder just how · 
helpless everyone else would be without their cell 
phones as well (and Heaven forbid the phone 
was so broken that we were unable to call anyone 
for a mere few hours). So what would happen if 
all of the cell phones in the world spontaneously 
combusted (yes, I know things don't really do 
that, but it's a thought)? Would people actually go 
back to using watches, calendars, address books 
and land lines? Or would society as we .know it 
dissolve into chaos because nobody knew anyone 
else's phone number and has forgotten how to 
read an analog clock? 
While I seriously doubt the occurrence 
· of the latter, I doubt that many people would 
seriously consider the former. In today's high 
speed, instant gratification world, it takes far 
to long to look through the pages of an address 
book or stare at an analog clock for a couple 
seconds to figure out the time because some of 
us haven't tried to read one since grade school. 
Or at least if they did, it would be a much-
bemoaned temporary measure until the phone 
manufacturers had managed to produce ·enough 
stock to re-supply the masses with their electronic 
security blankets. 
So for now, in an ~ttempt to make myself 
at least reasonably self sufficient when it comes 
to organizing, I'm going to wait to replac,e my 
bn~ken cell phone. In the meantime, I'm going 
to break out the calendar, carry my pocket watch 
wherever I go, and at least attempt to learn my 
closest f~iends' phone numbers. I dare some of 
you other cell phone addicts out there to do the 
same; it might be an interesting experience. 
Sincerely, 
A~V(MIIJ(~ 
0 .. J:Jini,ons 
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Luck or the Miracle of a Seatbelt 
By Earl. Tinsley 
Visual Design 
Relax, this is not another 
rant about some place on campus 
and it's not another sex column. 
· This is a wake-up call. 
Nearly a month ago, the 
night before the 2nd Annual 
Community Fest, in fact, I was 
rear ended on my way home from 
NSU I can still hear the sound of 
the erratic screeching of the tires 
increasing as it headed straight for 
us, knocking my car dead smack 
in front of a pole on Davie Road 
Extension. The experience of the 
car tipping over, the windsheld 
being smashed was like no other. 
I could also smell that dead 
curling smell of blood in the air; 
it was a nightmare come true. 
When the car finally stopped, 
my legs were immobolize for 
a second and I couldn't move. 
Finally, . my body swam of relief 
as I quickly move, removing my 
already defective seatbelt from 
my waist and checking my legs 
for signs of cuts and bruises. 
Minutes afterward, a 
police office approached the car, 
informed us h.e saw the whole 
incident and helped me and 
my father from the car. During 
routine· questioning from the 
police, however, I could not stop 
from twitching and was brought 
to an emergency room. Let me 
tell you, it is not a comfortable 
experience to be wheeled on 
that flat board, your neck locked 
in a brace. However, that's an 
experience for another rainy day. 
After about half an hour 
or so, I was cleared and released. 
The doctors told me that I was 
very lucky. Hmmm ... maybe. Or 
perhaps seatbelts really do work -
who really knows? 
Incidents like this really 
open your eyes to the fact that 
cars can injure, and cars can kill. 
This was my first car accident 
and luckily, I came out unscathed · 
- minus a few minor scratches -
but this accident was a lesson that 
I was not invincible and neither 
is anyone else. So wear your 
seatbelts. 
Pol·I Question 
Who are you most likely to vote for : 
The next American Idol. D 
D The next NSU student president. 
Vote online at www.knightnewsonline.com 
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